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F

irm intangibles or intangible assets and ca�
pabilities are hard for rivals to imitate,

which makes them a source of sustainable po�
sitional and performance advantages (Kaplan
and Norton, 2004). Market driven intangibles
are conceptualised as any attribute, intellectual
or relational that can be deployed advanta�
geously in the marketplace. Performance supe�
riority, in turn, is defined here as the achieve�
ment of overall profit levels, profit margins, and
ROI, emphasising financial outcomes and inter�
nal efficiency relative to main rivals (Day and
Wensley, 1988).
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Following this conceptualisation, we distin�

lence. Following the Standard Industrial Clas-

guish between two key marketing intangibles:

sification – SIC -code (Dun and Bradstreet), our

market orientation with a market driven emphasis

sample covered small (20–60 employees), me�

and market driven capabilities. Market orienta�

dium size (61–299 employees) and large (300

tion is seen as a deeply embedded cultural char�

or more employees) firms or business units op�

acter of firms that in itself forms a distinctive

erating in industries such as the ICT sector, tech�

market driven intangible. Market orientation has

nology industry, forest and paper industry, food

been systematically demonstrated to create su�

processing industry, and wholesale and retail

perior performance, but the impact of other

sector, and representing business products, con�

market driven capabilities on firm performance

sumer products, business services and consum�

remains largely untested. This paper takes this

er services in Finland and New Zealand. The

argument and expands the framework supplied

sampling frame was supplied by national re�

by Day (1994). Our conceptual model is

search institutes in both countries.

grounded on the foundation of the resource

In summary, we found good empirical sup�

based theory (RBT) of the firm. We adopt the

port for the hypotheses stated and conceptual

relational view within the RBT and our study

model developed. Our structural model demon�

attempts to address the preceding research gaps

strates the importance of market driven intangi�

by examining the causal links between market�

bles in contributing to the explanation of supe�

ing intangibles and firm performance out�

riority in firm competitive performance. Follow�

comes.

ing the relational view of the RBT, we can an�

In order to test our path model, an em�

ticipate that performance advantages created

pirical study was conducted deploying mailed

through deployment of intellectual and rela�

questionnaires. Our survey was carried out in

tional capital in marketing are more likely to be

2001–2002. Given however that we are bedded

superior. In essence they constitute the integra�

in the etic tradition in our cross-national study,

tion of organizational intangibles both in cogni�

and to enable meaningful comparison to be

tive and behavioural level to create an idiosyn�

made, we needed to take account of equiva�

cratic combination for each firm. 

